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School experiences expand understanding. The very young
children like to bring pets from home and watch them grow.
Conversation about what they eat may lead to comparisons
such as: 'The rabbit eats carrots and lettuce as we do" or
"Chicks eat grain and we eat our cereals" or "The kitten likes
his milk." The teacher does well to extend and emphasize
such ideas at every opportunity.
Each classroom should at least have a printed daily food
guide that is stated simply. A better plan might be for each
child to have a copy of it for his health record folder so that
he might check his own eating habits and, in conference with
his teacher, decide whether he is doing his part to achieve
maximum rather than minimum health.
The "Daily Food Guide" and a "Health Schedule for
Twenty-four Hours" might take the place of height and
weight charts which have a place but do not tell the entire
story about his health which the child needs to know. The
twenty-four-hour schedule for living should be compiled by
the children themselves, with the teacher's help, basic health
principles being used as a guide. In this way only can a daily
living plan be made suitable for every age group and for each
individual child.
Moving pictures on nutrition are being released and have
great appeal. They show how joyous a thing health is, and
how scientific methods have proved the effect adequate food,
or the lack of it, has on animals and people.
Animal feeding experiments can be carried on in the class-
room, but need careful planning, executing, and checking of
results against goals which the children have set up. White
rats are favorite test animals, although pigeons and guinea
pigs have been used successfully. Rural children, having
closer contact with growing animals, can contribute additional
knowledge about diets, but the controlled white rat experi-
ments show the results of inadequate feeding quickly. For
example: putting "Tom" on a wholewheat bread and tea diet,
"Dick" on a wholewheat bread, milk, and vegetable diet, and
"Harry" on "Dick's" diet plus cod-liver oil tells the story of

